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Personas a method to communicate 
 gender, equality and diversity  

 

 

  



Create personas 



Persona Sven 
 

Structure: work in a male-dominated 
structure, in majority as a man  
 
Symbols:  
Technology and IT symbolise with men 
 
Interactions 
Homo-social male alliances 
 
Identities and norms 
The norm is a man   
  

 
“Women have to prove worthy in the 
male dominated field of IT” 
 



Switching gender 
 

Structure: male dominated  
structure, in minority as a woman 
 
Symbols: Technology and IT 
symbolised with men 
 
Interaction: male alliances, 
included or excluded? 
 
Identities and norms: women  
entrepreneur a stigmatized 
identity. Women have to work 
harder to prove worthy.  
 

 

 
“As a women you have to 
be better then the men to 

get the job”   
 
 



Theoretical platform and 
measurement 

       
Structures & 

segregations 

    

Symbols             

& images 

Identity         

Self-definitions Interaction 

 Structures;  

•Methods;  surveys & 

statistics ( quantitative), 

interviews, focus groups & 

observations    (qualitativ). 

• Measure segregation by 

counting bodies 

•Illustrate by Personas 

    

    

Symbols;  

•Method; analyses of  

websites  &  magazines. 

•Measuring  

representation in website 

and magazine  

   

    

    

    

    

Interactions;  

Methods; gender observations              

& value exercise.  

•Illustrate and practise change 

with Forum Theatre     

 

(Acker, 1992; 199, 

Gunnarsson et al 

2003)    

    

Identity;  

•Methods; gender observations  

& value exercise 

• Measure awareness & 

engagement at the start &  in 

the end of the project. Measure 

adjustment of behavior.   

    



Persona to illustrate change 

- Example from the beginning of the project 

   

“ We wonder if women want to work within 

the ICT sector, maybe women prioritize family 

and kids before career and  the women’s 

choices are the reason it is a male dominated 

area”      

 

”We really need to find some quick fix to 

make the ICT sector more equal within a 

small budget”.  

 

“I was expecting the gender researchers to 

make some change happened, I mean they 

are the experts in this area. Instead they    

did focus on making us more aware of 

gender and tried to make us in charge of the 

changes. How do I make them understand I 

don’t need gender theories or more 

knowledge? I know what I need to know I am 

married and have a daughter.  I need quick 

results. I want to count women’s and men’s 

heads in the beginning and in the end of the 

project and I need to see results, can it be so 

hard!”    



Persona to illustrate change 
- Example from the end of the project 

 

“We have been working on gender awareness in 

the recruitment process, advertizing and 

profiles”.   

 

”We have learned gender equality in the ICT 

industry is not a quick fix. It requires long-term 

efforts to achieve this goal. A lot of activities has 

been going on within the project,  one example 

was  the gender and diversity application 

created within the project as a tool for project 

leaders to make sure they implement gender 

and diversity in their everyday work” 

 

 “The gender researchers helped us on with the 

gender glasses. Today we realize the 

importance to be aware of gender and diversity 

when developing IT-products aimed to reach a 

global market. It might  help us reach different 

markets in the future”  



Personas  
 

 

 
  

  

Personas  
a method for 
communicate 
gender issues? 

 

Personas  
a way to measure  
awareness about 

gender and 
diversity? 

  
 

Personas  
a method for 

communicating 
diversity? 

 


